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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
Scientists and coastal managers have reported on the declining health of marine 
ecosystems for decades. Recently, research has revealed that existing governance 
structures have lacked the proper coordination and communication necessary to 
address issues when they arise. As a result, proposed solutions can be agency-specific 
and address only a portion of the impacted system.  
 
These fragmented responses have led natural resource agencies to shift towards 
ecosystem-based management (EBM) and marine spatial planning (MSP). EBM is a 
placed-based and holistic approach to addressing cumulative human impacts on the 
environment. Building off the principles of EBM, the MSP process creates an adaptive 
process that allows stakeholders in a region to create plans that will improve and 
manage the human use of marine resources. President Barack Obama recognized the 
benefits of MSP and in 2010, signed an executive order that created nine regional 
planning bodies. He tasked each of these planning bodies with creating marine spatial 
plans as a means to improve ocean health and governance.   
 
In October 2016, the Northeast Regional Planning Body (NERPB) became the first of 
the nine planning bodies to publish their ocean plan. The NERPB consists of 
representatives from six states, six tribes, and federal and state agencies. Part of their 
plan includes supporting the Northeast Ocean Portal (NEOP). They believe this online 
portal will provide stakeholders with easier access to data. Thus, equipping them with 
the information to make informed decisions about future uses of the ocean. Information 
on the portal includes commercial fishing vessel data, energy and infrastructure, 
aquaculture, fish data, and habitat models for marine mammals, seabirds, and turtles.  
 
The fish data on the portal is mostly organized by species. The portal allows the user to 
toggle between four scientific trawl datasets and certain time periods within each 
dataset. Although the single-species display is useful to select stakeholders, it is not 
aligned with the ecosystem-based management goals of the northeast ocean plan. 
Habitat-based density models were created for other types of marine life, but the fish 
data remains constrained by species as well as the jurisdictional boundaries of the trawl 
surveys.  
 
In an effort to improve how the fish data is presented on the portal, this study compared 
results from the two largest datasets: the Northeast Fisheries Science Center (NEFSC) 
and the Northeast Area Monitoring Assessment Program (NEAMAP). To conduct a 
meaningful comparison, the area where these two surveys overlap was selected as the 
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study region. Survey results for black seabass, butterfish, longfin squid, scup, spiny 
dogfish, summer flounder, and winter skate were compared. These seven species were 
selected for their presence in the study region as well as their commercial value.   
 
Using inverse distance-weighting (IDW), interpolated grids of biomass for each species 
were produced. The IDW results for the NEFSC species was compared to the NEAMAP 
results to determine the magnitude of difference found between the surveys.  
 
Results from the IDW comparison varied by species, but "hot spots" of high variability 
do appear in similar regions for many of the species. Most notably was the extreme 
contrast found near the Rhode Island Sound. This area of the study region has the most 
area of overlap between the NEFSC and NEAMAP.  
 
A correlation test was also done for each species to determine the strength of the 
relationship between NEFSC and NEAMAP results. None of the results from the 
correlation tests showed strong relationships between surveys. Winter skate, with only a 
moderate correlation, had the strongest relationship.  
 
The results of this study suggest that there are few ways the NERPB can improve the 
fish data. First, reducing the grid size of the IDW products currently on the portal. It is 
unlikely that more nearshore habitats remain constant for 10 km2. Therefore, the use of 
a finer resolution for the interpolations will reduce the range of predicted of biomass for 
a particular species.   
 
Second, the NEFSC and NEAMAP surveys appear to be catching species and at 
different rates. Thus, a further investigation is recommended to understand the degree 
of variation. In 2012, NEFSC and NEAMAP discussed their desire to know how these 
two surveys compare. More recently, the Marine-life & Data Analysis (MDAT) team for 
NERPB also expressed a desire to find a way to combine the data from these surveys.  
If these two surveys are going to continue to be conducted adjacent to one another, 
making future results comparable is essential.  
 
Continuing with incomparable trawl surveys undermine the ability to make ecosystem-
based management decisions. The results in this study should spark conversations 
between the NERPB, NEFSC, and NEAMAP.  Timely coordination of efforts to fully 
understand contrasting survey indices will help move the NEOP away from single-
species fish data, to more holistic and habitat-based models that have been made for 
the other marine life on the portal. 
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INTRODUCTION  
 
 In October of 2016, the Northeast Regional Planning Body (NERPB) published 

the nation’s first-ever marine spatial plan (Northeast Ocean Plan for National 

Ocean Council Certification, 2016). The purpose of the plan was to publish a blueprint 

that included goals, values, and a vision for their coastline in the future. The Northeast 

regional planning body consists of federal agencies, six states, six Native American 

tribes, industry, academia, and other stakeholders. As a group, they highlighted ten 

resource areas they wanted their plan to prioritize. These include marine life and 

habitat, cultural resources, marine transportation, national security, commercial and 

recreational fishing, recreation, energy and infrastructure, aquaculture, offshore sand 

resources, and restoration (Northeast Regional Planning Body, 2016).   

 The northeast ocean plan also calls for the continuing development of the 

Northeast Ocean Portal (NEOP). First launched in 2011, this portal provides access to 

data and information about many of the resource priority areas that are included in the 

ocean plan. The portal was created as a resource for stakeholders to access data, and 

was designed to help provide users with data that would allow them to make more 

informed decisions about offshore activities in the region. Data and maps created using 

the portal are included the Northeast Ocean Plan. 

 First, though, it is important to understand more about why the NERPB believed 

developing an ocean plan and data portal would benefit them. Although this regional 

ocean plan was a first for the United States, the ‘zoning’ of the marine environment has 

been developing around the world for years.   

For decades scientists have been reporting in decline ocean health (Douvere, 

2008; Jackson, 2008). Pollution, climate change, invasive species, and overfishing have 

wreaked havoc on the once seemingly inexhaustible resources of our oceans. Even 

though humans have caused the environmental issues occurring today, it is unlikely that 

much of it was done intentionally.  

As humans, we use the ocean for many reasons. Predominant practices include 

fishing, recreation, transportation, military training, wastewater disposal, and fossil fuel 
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extraction.  These activities have varying impacts on the adjacent ecosystems. 

Research has revealed that our governance systems are fragmented and do not allow 

for easy communication or collaboration between sectors when environmental issues 

arise. In the United States, at least 20 different federal agencies implement over 140 

federal ocean-related statutes (Crowder et al., 2006). Often, on a local level, you can 

find similarly fragmented management systems at the state, county, or municipal level. 

Consequently, each agency is likely to respond in their way and with little 

communication to other groups. This method of problem-solving has ineffective become 

because the spatial and temporal scales of biological problems do not always align with 

existing governance structures (Ehler & Douvere, 2006).   

Unfortunately, jurisdictional boundaries existed long before scientists began to 

understand the heterogeneity and dynamic nature of marine ecosystems. Along with 

those jurisdictional boundaries were ocean management principles, policies, and 

guidelines that were aligned with them (Crowder & Norse,2008). In addition to the 

issues with a jurisdictionally specific response, there has been a tendency to respond to 

environmental problems in a species-specific way. For example, a recent study found 

that warming in the Gulf of Maine, due to climate change, may be contributing 

significantly to the decline in cod (Pershing et al., 2015). When the cod fishery collapsed 

in New England, the National Marine Fisheries Service response was to reduce fishing 

effort. Despite setting scientifically informed catch quotas, the stock continued to decline 

over a 10-year period.  Although it seems anecdotal, other studies exist that illustrate 

the importance of other variables, beyond fishing effort, which should be considered in 

fisheries management.   

These sector-specific, often ad-hoc decisions, have convinced scientists that an 

ecosystem-based management (EBM) structure may provide solutions to the 

cumulative effects of our modern society (Crowder et al., 2006). EBM is a more holistic 

and place-based system to safeguard our ocean resources. It recognizes that a number 

of variables may be affecting the health and abundance of a resource. 

The holistic approach of EBM has given birth to marine spatial planning (MSP). 

Marine spatial planning, as defined by the Intergovernmental Oceanographic 
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Commission (IOC) of the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural 

Organization (UNESCO), “is a public process of analyzing and allocating the spatial and 

temporal distribution of human activities in marine areas to achieve ecological, 

economic, and social objectives that usually have been specified through a political 

process. Characteristics of marine spatial planning include ecosystem-based, area-

based, integrated, adaptive, strategic and participatory.” MSP clearly argues for 

increased communication and cooperation to resolve concerns in our ocean. 

The MSP process places stakeholders from different agencies and ocean-related 

interest groups in the same room to discuss how to allocate resources and reduce 

overexploitation. These discussions should, at the same time, facilitate sustainable 

economic growth, reduce redundancies in the public sector, and improve the 

environment.  For example, as aquaculture and more space-based uses of the sea 

develop, understanding existing uses of the three-dimensional space in our seas can 

reduce conflicts and increase problem-solving capacity when issues arise. Additionally, 

the adaptive and iterative design of MSP should also reduce the inefficient coordination 

of activities.   

The earliest attempts at marine spatial plans began in the Great Barrier Reef 

region of Australia and the Florida Keys (Ehler & Douvere, 2006). It was not until 2007 

that UNESCO held its first international conference on MSP (Ehler & Douvere, 2009). 

Since then, the United Kingdom, Germany, the Netherlands, Norway, Barbuda, and 

portions of the United States have either designed, developed or implemented a marine 

spatial plan for their coastlines and beyond. The State of Massachusetts completed 

their ocean management plan in 2009 (Longley & Lipsky, 2013).  

President Barack Obama turned the tides for our nation and helped MSP take 

shape in the U.S. On June 12, 2009, President Obama sent a memorandum to the 

heads of executive departments and federal agencies establishing an Interagency 

Ocean Policy Task Force (White House Council on Environmental Quality,2009). In 

2010, the Interagency Ocean Policy Task Force (OPTF) recommended the United 

States “implement a comprehensive, ecosystem-based, coastal and marine spatial 

management plan (White House Council on Environmental Quality, 2010).” Immediately 
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following the release of the OPTF report, President Obama signed an executive order 

that adopted the recommendations included in the OPTF report. This order established 

a national policy for the stewardship of the ocean, coasts, and Great Lakes. 

President Obama and the OPTF believed there would be economic, ecological, 

and social benefits from the creation of this national policy on the oceans. For the nation 

to reap these rewards, regions would need to follow the instructions included in the 

report. Instructions included dividing the nation’s ocean and coastline into nine regional 

planning bodies; one of which was the Northeast Regional Planning Body. The 

framework invited federal and state agencies, and local tribes to come together to 

create a regional plan. Each plan needed to identify regional objectives, engage 

stakeholders through key points in the planning process, consult scientists and experts, 

develop and evaluate future and alternative management scenarios, create a final plan 

for public comment, and submit the final plan to the National Ocean Council (NOC) for 

review. Once approved, Obama’s executive order recommended that each region 

continue to implement, monitor, evaluate, and modify their NOC-certified plan (White 

House Council on Environmental Quality, 2010). 

As previously mentioned, the NERPB submitted their plan to the NOC in October 

of 2016. This forward-looking document intends to strengthen interagency coordination, 

planning, and policy implementation. They believe their plan advances three goals: 

“healthy ocean and coastal ecosystems, effective decision-making, and compatibility 

among the past, current, and future ocean uses (NERPB, 2016).” They hope to achieve 

these goals through adaptive management as well as increased and improved 

communication amongst stakeholders. The creation of the NEOP is a platform which 

allows different stakeholders to share their data. Thus, increasing communication.  

This report focuses on the fish data that is included on the NEOP. Commercial 

fish landings and vessel monitoring data provide some insight on the impacts of fishing 

on the ecosystems. To gain further understanding of species richness and abundance 

that occur off New England, the NERPB has also included fisheries-independent data 

on the portal. Four different fisheries-independent datasets can be viewed. The two 

major datasets, however, are the Northeast Fisheries Science Center (NEFSC) dataset 
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and the Northeast Area Monitoring Assessment Program (NEAMAP). The objective of 

these surveys is to monitor the ocean for trends in abundance, recruitment, and 

distribution of particular species found in federal and state waters, respectively (Figure 

1).  

Although not standardized until 1968, the autumn scientific trawl conducted by 

the NEFSC began in 1963. This survey, along with a similar one conducted in the 

spring, is the longest running continuous time series of research vessel sampling in the 

world (NEFSC, 2011). The methods, locations, and timing have changed somewhat 

over the years, but the random-stratified sampling method of choosing survey locations 

remains the same.  

The NEAMP survey methods are similar. What differs is the length of time for this 

trawl survey. NEAMAP began in 2006 as a pilot study. By 2008, annual autumn and 

spring surveys were being conducted (Virginia Institute of Marine Science, 2017). 

This report examines and compares the results from each of the scientific 

bottom-trawls from 2007-2014. To carry out a meaningful comparison, the analysis will 

be conducted on the areas where the survey regions overlap (Figure 2). If the 

differences between the species for each trawl are not significant, then one could argue 

for combining the two large survey areas into one display on the ocean data portal.  

Combining the datasets could provide for more holistic and user-friendly maps, which 

would more accurately represent the MSP goals outlined in the Northeast Ocean Plan. 

Thus, allowing stakeholders to make decisions more easily.  

If the comparison results are significantly different, then this study could also 

inform how to data may be presented in the future. Evidence of the variation between 

the surveys could create the opportunity for the NERPB to discuss improving data 

collection with their partners at NEFSC and NEAMAP.    

Normalizing the data from the each of the datasets may be possible (Northeast 

Fisheries Science Center / Virginia Institute of Marine Science, 2012). Notes from a 

2012 meeting between the NEFSC and the Virginia Institute of Marine Science (the 

institute that manages the NEAMAP survey) reflect an interest in understanding 

contrasting trends that exist. In the meeting, they note the physical and budgetary 
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concerns of a gear-calibration study. Instead, they discuss conducting a comparison of 

survey indices. They note this comparison study could be done more quickly and 

require fewer financial resources.  

Additionally, a technical report on the methods used to develop the NEFSC and 

NEAMAP data sets presented on the NROC portal notes that no method has been 

developed to normalize the two data sets. Until the data can be normalized, they will 

remain as separate datasets on the portal (Curtice et al., 2016). 

The Northeast Ocean Plan also places emphasis on improved data. Rather than 

develop habitat-based density models, the advisory working group recommended that 

the data analysis team present the data with limited processing. The products include 

bubble-plots of natural log biomass per survey per species, hexagonal mean log 

biomass, and interpolated log biomass. Currently, you cannot conduct a side-by-side 

comparison for a species using multiple datasets at the same time within the portal. 

Because the NEAMAP survey data began in 2007, the NEAMAP and NEFSC data sets 

are divided into different time periods. This further complicates comparisons. 

This analysis will provide a better understanding of the variation between the 

NEFSC and NEAMAP data.  In addition to the data comparison, the results from this 

study hope to inform potential improvements to the visualization of the fisheries-

independent survey data for future portal and regional ocean plan updates.     

NEFSC and NEAMAP collect information on approximately 80 species. This 

study will look at the variation in survey results from seven species. Black sea bass, 

butterfish, longfin squid, scup, spiny dogfish, summer flounder, and winter skate were 

chosen for their presence in both datasets in the areas of overlap. 

METHODS  
 
 Point data for the areas of overlap between the NEAMAP and NEFSC trawls 

were used for the analysis (Figure 1). Although the NEFSC trawl data on the portal 

dates back to the 1970’s, the NEAMAP survey began in 2007.  Using PythonWin 

(Version 2.7.10; Hammond, 2015), I was able to trim the NEFSC species-data to match 

the 2007-2014 NEAMAP period. 
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Table 1. Datasets and time ranges currently available on the Northeast Ocean Data Portal.  MDMF is the 
Massachusetts Division of Marine Fisheries state trawls, and ME/NH is the Maine/New Hampshire 
combined state trawl.   

Datasets 	 Time Periods	

NEAMAP 	 2007-2014	

NEFSC 	 1970-2014	

NEFSC 	 2005-2014	

MDMF 	 1978-2014	

MDMF 	 2005-2014	

ME/NH	 2000-2014	

ME/NH	 2005-2014	
 
 

 Although both scientific surveys collect information on approximately 80 species, 

only seven were chosen for this study. The log biomass products on the NEOP were 

used to help identify what species were abundant in the overlapping extent for both 

trawls. The NEAMAP study region does not extend as far north or is as far offshore as 

the NEFSC survey area.  Therefore, many of the northern and offshore species 

collected in the NEFSC had to be excluded from the comparison. A visual assessment 

of species presence on the data portal narrowed the list of comparable species to 

approximately 20.   

A final report by The Marine-life Data and Analysis (MDAT) team about the 

products they created for the NEOP included a table of the positive fish tows for all the 

species (Curtice et al. 2016). Using this table, I further compared the amount of times 

each species was present in a tow. Species that varied widely in their presence 

between tows were eliminated from the analysis.   

Though many species are important for understanding the ecosystem, I focused 

on commercially important species that were present in both trawl surveys. Using the 

National Marine Fisheries website, I downloaded commercial landings data by state for 

2007-2014 (National Marine Fisheries Service, 2017). The landings from 

Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island, New York, and New Jersey were compiled 
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and compared to one another. Many of the species under consideration had little, if any, 

commercial value. A final, qualitative, comparison was made using the portal, the MDAT 

trawl table, and the commercial fishing landings. The result was the seven species of 

fish included in this study: Black sea bass, butterfish, longfin squid, scup, spiny dogfish, 

summer flounder, and winter skate.  

Inverse distance weighting (IDW) is one of the fish map products currently 

available on the data portal. Since this method is familiar to the NERPB, I chose IDW as 

a method to compare the NEFSC and NEAMAP data. IDW uses a value assigned to a 

point on a map and compares that value to other nearby points.  Using a weighted 

average, it assigns values to the area between the points.   

   Before conducting the IDW, a study area was created. It was important to 

exclude trawl data points that were far from the overlapping boundaries of NESFC and 

NEAMAP.  A 10-kilometer buffer was created around each trawl region. Then, the area 

of intersection was clipped and a new polygon was created for further analysis in 

ArcMap.  

 The polygon was then converted to a raster file with a grid size of 10 km x10 km. 

This grid size is the same that was used to create the existing NEFSC and NEAMAP 

map products available on the data portal. This new raster file was used as the “mask” 

for further analysis. This prevented the use of trawl points outside the area of overlap 

from being included in any analysis. 
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Figure 1. Display of trawl data points used for the interpolation comparison.  
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Figure 2. (A) Shows area of overlap and the margins that exist between NEFSC and NEAMAP.  (B) 
Displays the area of intersection after the 10km buffer was applied to both trawl regions.  
 

 The NEFSC and NEAMAP datasets include trawl location and biomass value.  

Even after trimming the NEFSC trawls down to seven years, the study period still 

provided numerous points.  

The biomass of each species was used as the input for the IDW tool in ArcMap. 

The result was an interpolated value for each 10x10km cell in the new study area.   

 An IDW was run for each of the seven species for both datasets. Next, the raster 

calculator tool was used to subtract the results of the NEFSC IDW from the NEAMAP 

IDW.  The absolute values of the differences shows the magnitude of differences in 

catch rate between the two surveys.  All map products used the Jenks natural breaks 

method in ArcMap to determine the five categories of differences displayed.  
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To create maps that clearly conveyed the differences found between the IDW 

results, any cell with “0” results were removed prior to the calculation of the difference. 

To do this, the “null” tool was used for each set of results to eliminate any cells where a 

zero occurred. After they were removed, the results from each dataset for a species 

were subtracted from another. The absolute values of the differences are displayed on 

the maps to show the magnitude of the difference found in each cell.  

IDW rasters were converted to point shapefiles, and the “Near” tool in ArcMap 

was used to join both shapefiles.  These datasets were imported into R, and the “cor” 

function was run to determine the Pearson’s correlation coefficient for each of the seven 

species between the NEFSC and NEAMAP IDW biomass values. 

 The winter skate and spiny dogfish have smaller geographic ranges, and the 

IDW results contained large areas with biomass values of 0 kg. These values were 

removed from the data set to avoid artificially increasing the correlation between the two 

datasets.   
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Figure 3. This map shows the result of converting the IDW raster files to points.  Graduated symbols 
were used to visualize the interpolated biomass.  

 

RESULTS  
 
 Comparisons of the seven species were made using two methods.  First, the 

IDW results were compared by looking at the differences in the results for each species.  

Second, a correlation test was run to identify the strength of the relationship between 

NEFSC and NEAMAP datasets.  
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Figure 4. Absolute value differences from the IDW analysis for four of the seven study species.   
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Figure 5. Absolute value differences from the IDW analysis for three of the seven study species. 

 

The absolute value difference maps reflect the range of differences found for 

each of  10km2 cells (Figures 4 & 5). The IDW results near the Rhode Island Sound 

indicate high variability for most species comparisons. The Rhode Island (RI) Sound 

region is also where the most overlap between surveys occurs each year (Figure 2). 

Longfin squid (Figure 4(C)) has the maximum difference with cells near the sound 

differing as much as 7,100 kilograms. Black seabass, butterfish, longfin squid, scup, 

and summer flounder also display high variability off the coast of central New Jersey.  

 Black sea bass differences remain below 2kg for the majority of the study area. 

Only three cells are within the maximize difference range of 35.6kg to 79.5kg (Figure 

4(B)).   
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 Differences in butterfish are present throughout the study area. The highest 

differences were off central New Jersey and the RI Sound. The maximum difference 

was 331.5 kg. Portions of the study region off the coast of North Carolina also exhibit 

variability between trawl survey results (Figure 4(A)).  

 Longfin squid are most prevalent in the northern regions of the surveys (Figure 

4(C)).  The differences from the RI Sound to just south of Long Island, NY are never 

below 420kg.  

 Scup results reveal variation in the northern and southern ends of the study area. 

The maximum difference of 357.8kg is found south of Rhode Island. The second 

highest difference is off North Carolina’s coast with a value of 134.9kg.    

 After the “0” values had been removed from the IDW for the spiny dogfish, the 

extent for the difference map was significantly reduced. The northern portion of the 

study area shows the most variation, with a maximum difference of 180.1kg found 

between Long Island, NY and Rhode Island.  

 The range in biomass for summer flounder is quite small. The maximum 

difference is 16.2kg (Figure 5(B)).  Survey differences are present in nearly the entire 

extent of the study region.   

 After the “0” values were removed from the IDW results for each survey, the 

winter skate only appears in the most northern region of the study area. A maximum 

difference of 365.7kg is present off the eastern tip of Long Island.    
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Table 2. Correlation results for each species comparison.   

 
 
Table 3.  A general guideline on how to interpret correlation values 
(Asuero, A. G., A. Sayago, and A. G. Gonzalez, 2016). 

 
 

 The output of the tests run in R was a correlation coefficient (or r-value) (Table 

2).  Winter skate was the most highly correlated among the seven species with an r-

value of 0.660. The surveys’ results suggest that winter skate is only found in the 

northern reaches of our study area (Figure 5(C)). The correlation coefficient reflects the 

limited extent of the species in both trawl surveys.  

 The next most correlated species was the summer flounder with an r-value of 

0.612. The data on the ocean portal shows summer flounder present within most of the 

study range.  The difference maps (Figure 5(B)) also illustrates this with varying 

interpolated differences that are present throughout most of the study region.   

Longfin squid appears in similar and very specific regions in both trawl surveys. 

Despite the extreme range of differences found in the longfin squid IDW comparisons 

(Figure 4(C)), the species remains moderately correlated (Table 3) with a correlation 

coefficient of 0.547.  
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Other than the spiny dogfish, the remaining species have a low or little 

correlation. The second lowest correlation value was the black sea bass. Based on the 

IDW point results (Figure 3), the difference map (Figure 4(B)), and the visuals displayed 

on the NEOP, a higher correlation coefficient was expected.   

Scatterplots of the correlations tests were also made to increase the 

understanding of the relationship between surveys (Figure 5). The scatterplots also 

display data points that are outside the range of the other points for some of the 

species. Black seabass is the most notable.  

The results for black seabass contain several IDW results that are considerably 

higher than the most of the points on the scatterplot (Figure 6(A)). Most points on the 

plot for the black seabass are <10kg. A few results are approximately 40kg, and one 

that is over 80kg. These outliers reduced the correlation coefficient. If they were 

removed, it would increase the correlation coefficient from .106 to .364, and it raises the 

relationship between the NEFSC and NEAMAP data for black seabass from little to no 

correlation, to a low correlation (Table 3).  
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Figure 6.  Scatterplot results from each species comparison.  
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DISCUSSION   
  

Presenting most of the fish data on the portal as single-species products in the 

way the NERPB has done practically begs the question, “Why are there so many 

datasets for fish, and how do they vary?” Although this paper only compared two of the 

four datasets included on the data portal (Table 1), the results should raise concerns. 

The results do not demonstrate high correlations among the species that were used to 

compare the NEFSC and NEAMAP datasets. Considering both surveys are conducted 

in comparable locations, and during similar times of the year, stronger correlations were 

expected.  

Although only a handful of species were compared in this study, the results 

highlight problems with displaying these datasets side-by-side on the data portal. 

Improvements to make the data on the portal more comparable should be considered 

by the NERPB in coordination with NEFSC and NEAMAP.  

Those interested in understanding the abundance of a single species must 

currently navigate through four different datasets. Portal users may make management 

decisions based on the assumption that the trawls are comparable to one another. 

Single-species information, although useful to some stakeholders, will also be 

problematic if users are accessing the portal to make ecosystem-based decisions.  

 Additionally, the use of jurisdictional boundaries for displaying the fish data is 

mismatched with ecosystem-based goals of the ocean plan. It is unlikely that these 

man-made restraints that are employed in fisheries management are aligned with the 

biological processes that occur during the life history of a species (Reiss, Hoarau, 

Dickey-Collas, & Wolff, 2009). Although a truly ecosystem-based model may be 

unrealistic in the immediate future, eliminating these political management units on the 

portal could help single-species management consider scales that more accurately 

represent the spatial extent of a species.    

 The use of predominately single-species for visualizing the fish data is interesting 

because that the marine-life and data analysis (MDAT) team for NEPRB chose to 

include habitat-based modeling for seabirds and marine mammals/sea turtles on the 
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data portal. After reviewing the MDAT fish group planning notes, it is unclear why they 

chose habitat-based modeling for mammals, birds, and turtles, and why they did not for 

fish. Models can highlight flaws within datasets. They are also adaptable to variables 

that may change slowly over time (e.g. climate change and ocean acidification) or more 

abruptly (e.g. oil spill or natural disaster).  

 The MDAT Fish Group recognize the need to unify these datasets (Northeast 

Regional Planning, n.d.), and as this study suggests the use of raw trawl data does not 

seem to be a likely solution. Although NESFC and NEAMAP are catching similar 

species, they do not appear to be doing so at the same rate or often even in the same 

region. Further research is necessary to understand if and how the NEFSC and 

NEAMAP datasets could be combined in a useful way.   

 MDAT Fish Working Group meeting notes also highlight other potential 

improvements for the portal. They describe the lack of information on larger predator 

species on the portal, and note the absence of other pelagic species that are unlikely to 

be captured in results from a bottom trawl. The trawls also lack the ability sample 

species that prefer rocky substrate. Thus, potentially missing entire groups of species 

that prefer these habitats.    

  The MDAT notes also discuss the development of models and animations that 

show trends over time. The use of fishery-dependent data was also mentioned as an 

additional source of data to be included on the portal. The inclusion of this information 

could help increase the understanding of the species abundance, richness, and 

distribution.  Since these additional products were mentioned, it seems likely that the 

NEPRB and MDAT will continue to work to improve the data.   

 In the MDAT final work plan, the IDW cell size for the Atlantic Cod map is 5km2 

(Fogarty & Perretti, n.d.). At some point, 10km2 grid cells were selected for the data 

portal. After reviewing the notes from the planning meetings, it remains unclear why 

10km2 was chosen for the maps on the portal.  

It is hard to imagine a location off the coast where environmental variables such 

as depth, substrate, productivity, or salinity could remain constant for 10km2. Due to the 
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size of the IDW cell, maps on the portal currently predict fish abundance onto the 

adjacent land.   

 The choice of spatial resolution for the data on the portal is important for two 

reasons. First, if the spatial resolution is too large, it reduces the stakeholder’s 

confidence in the information presented to them. A coarse resolution, when talking 

about the presence of fish in a region, will be quickly refuted by fishermen or other 

stakeholders that are aware of regional ocean dynamics. Also, interpolating over large 

areas will likely wash out significant changes in the ecosystem that may be worth 

exploring.   

A 2009 report on MSP by The Nature Conservancy stresses the importance for 

the proper resolution. They argue in favor of sub-regional or state-level resolution of 

4km. Although the report argues for a 20km2 scale at more regional levels, they also 

make note that the planning body must use the proper scale for the data. I would argue 

that species or ecosystem-level resolution would be required to be even smaller than 

the suggested 4km resolution. Their report also warns of faulty assumptions that could 

be made by users if the scale does not fit the data (The Nature Conservancy, 2009).   

The results of this study demonstrate how much the interpolation of fish biomass 

can change from one cell to another, which highlights some issues with IDW.  When 

you have such extraordinary results in one cell, it influences the neighboring cells, and it 

suggests that a similar amount of biomass will be found in those cells. This is why you 

see such huge differences in the longfin squid results (Figure 5). The cell with the 

7,000kg appears to influence the entire northern portion of the study area. Smaller cell 

sizes and changes to the IDW function could help improve the fish data. 

If the single-species interpolations do remain on the data portal into the future, 

the time periods for each of the datasets should be the same. Currently, you can view 

NEAMAP data from 2007-2014 and NESFC from 2005-2014. When the data becomes 

available, displaying 2007-2017 data will allow for easier comparisons on the data 

portal.  
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LIMITATIONS 
 

Although best attempts were made to make each dataset as comparable one 

another as possible, notable differences remain. For example, in 2009, the NEFSC 

implemented many significant changes to their survey methodology. They introduced a 

new vessel, the NOAA FSV Henry B. Bigelow. In addition to the vessel, changes were 

made to the trawl gear, the distance of each trawl, and the length of time. According to a 

2014 survey report from the NEFSC, they acknowledge that they are observing 

significantly higher catch rates with the new trawl gear (PJ Politis et al., 2014). NEFSC 

does not recommend trying to compare new trawl data to pre-2009 datasets without 

peer-reviewed statistical approaches.  

Data with trawl dates from NEAMAP were also unavailable. Consequently, the 

entire available time series for the NEAMAP survey had to be chosen for this study. If 

the NEAMAP data had included dates, trimming both datasets to examine the 2009-

2014 time period would reduce the uncertainty that remains in the NEFSC data due to 

the changes in methodology. 

Unlike the NEAMAP surveys, which are done during daylight hours, the NEFSC 

trawls are done around the clock. Since the NEFSC dataset does not specify the time of 

day for each data point, it was not possible to select only the surveys that were 

conducted during daylight. Certain species captured in the data may exhibit diurnal 

patterns, which could have affected the magnitude of differences that were presented in 

the results of this study.  

This study assumes that biological and physical variables are constant within the 

study area. Given more time, I would have liked to explore how these variables change 

within the study region and how those changes affect the presence of each species 

from one trawl data point to the next.  
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FUTURE STUDIES 
 

Obtaining the NEAMAP data with dates for each trawl would also allow for 

additional comparison on how each survey has varied over time. Examining the 

changes in abundance and distribution of species over time could provide important 

information to fishery managers in the region. Climate change and climate velocity have 

been shown to be the cause of major shifts in species distribution and examining how 

that has impacted the survey results over time could exhibit compelling results (Nye, 

Link, Hare, & Overholtz, 2009; Pinsky, Worm, Fogarty, Sarmiento, & Levin, 2013). 

Best attempts were made to select species that would occur in overlapping areas 

of the two surveys. However, both surveys collect data on approximately 70 of the same 

species. It would be interesting to repeat this study with the remaining species and see 

if stronger correlations between trawl surveys exist.  

 

CONCLUSION 
 

 

Although this study endeavored to find ways to improve the data portal, finding 

an affordable and timely manner to normalize the annual trawl surveys may be the most 

important message. Continuing annual surveys of similar species in adjacent waters 

without a proper means of comparison will only hinder the ability to improve our 

understanding of species richness and abundance in the waters off the Northeast and 

the Mid-Atlantic United States.  

The results from this study did highlight concerns with presenting fisheries 

independent data by a single species on an online data portal.  I hope that this study 

can spark conversations between the MDAT fish team, the NERPB, and the folks who 

manage the trawl surveys about ways to improve the data collection and visualizations 

for use on the data portal.   

The mission of the Northeast Ocean Plan is found on the second page of their 

report. It states that the goal is for the region to move to a more ecosystem-based 
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approach (NERPB, 2016). In time, I am confident their ocean plan will continue to move 

towards more holistic modeling of their marine resources. The authors mention that their 

final report “is a foundation and not a structure.”  Although this report critiques the data 

portal, I hope that this analysis will be able to strengthen the foundation as the region 

continues to shape its marine spatial plan. 
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APPENDIX 
 

Python Scripts:  
STUDY AREA DESIGN Script:  
 
# -*- coding: utf-8 -*- 
# --------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
# setup.py 
# Created on: 2017-03-21 23:57:18.00000 
#   (generated by ArcGIS/ModelBuilder) 
# Description:  
# -------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
# Import arcpy module 
import arcpy 
# Local variables: 
Bigelow_strata_shp = "X:\\scratch\\Bigelow_strata.shp" 
Bigelow_strata_Project_shp = "X:\\Data\\bigelow_strata_project.shp" 
NEFSC_dissolve_shp = "X:\\scratch\\NEFSC_dissolve.shp" 
nefsc_buffer_shp = "X:\\scratch\\nefsc_buffer.shp" 
nefsc_buffer_raster_img = "X:\\scratch\\nefsc_buffer_raster.img" 
nefsc_RasterPoly_shp = "X:\\scratch\\nefsc_RasterPoly.shp" 
neamap_clipper_shp = "X:\\scratch\\neamap_clipper.shp" 
neamap_clipper_project_shp = "X:\\Data\\neamap_clipper_project.shp" 
neamap_dissolve_shp = "X:\\scratch\\neamap_dissolve.shp" 
neamap_buffer_shp = "X:\\neamap_buffer.shp" 
neamap_buffer_raster_img = "X:\\scratch\\scratch\\scratch\\neamap_buffer_raster.img" 
Neamap_RasterPoly_shp = "X:\\scratch\\Neamap_RasterPoly.shp" 
NewStudyArea_shp = "X:\\Data\\NewStudyArea.shp" 
 
# Set Geoprocessing environments 
arcpy.env.scratchWorkspace = "X:\\scratch" 
arcpy.env.workspace = "X:\\MP" 
 
# Process: Project (2) 
arcpy.Project_management(Bigelow_strata_shp, Bigelow_strata_Project_shp, 
"PROJCS['NAD_1983_UTM_Zone_18N',GEOGCS['GCS_North_American_1983',DATUM['D_North_American_1983',SPHEROID['G
RS_1980',6378137.0,298.257222101]],PRIMEM['Greenwich',0.0],UNIT['Degree',0.0174532925199433]],PROJECTION['Transverse
_Mercator'],PARAMETER['False_Easting',500000.0],PARAMETER['False_Northing',0.0],PARAMETER['Central_Meridian',-
75.0],PARAMETER['Scale_Factor',0.9996],PARAMETER['Latitude_Of_Origin',0.0],UNIT['Meter',1.0]]", "", 
"GEOGCS['GCS_North_American_1983',DATUM['D_North_American_1983',SPHEROID['GRS_1980',6378137.0,298.257222101]],
PRIMEM['Greenwich',0.0],UNIT['Degree',0.0174532925199433]]", "NO_PRESERVE_SHAPE", "", "NO_VERTICAL") 
 
# Process: Dissolve (2) 
arcpy.Dissolve_management(Bigelow_strata_Project_shp, NEFSC_dissolve_shp, "FID", "", "SINGLE_PART", "DISSOLVE_LINES") 
 
# Process: Buffer (2) 
arcpy.Buffer_analysis(NEFSC_dissolve_shp, nefsc_buffer_shp, "10 Kilometers", "FULL", "ROUND", "NONE", "", "PLANAR") 
 
# Process: Polygon to Raster (2) 
arcpy.PolygonToRaster_conversion(nefsc_buffer_shp, "FID", nefsc_buffer_raster_img, "CELL_CENTER", "NONE", "10000") 
 
# Process: Raster to Polygon 
arcpy.RasterToPolygon_conversion(nefsc_buffer_raster_img, nefsc_RasterPoly_shp, "SIMPLIFY", "VALUE") 
 
# Process: Project 
arcpy.Project_management(neamap_clipper_shp, neamap_clipper_project_shp, 
"PROJCS['NAD_1983_UTM_Zone_18N',GEOGCS['GCS_North_American_1983',DATUM['D_North_American_1983',SPHEROID['G
RS_1980',6378137.0,298.257222101]],PRIMEM['Greenwich',0.0],UNIT['Degree',0.0174532925199433]],PROJECTION['Transverse
_Mercator'],PARAMETER['False_Easting',500000.0],PARAMETER['False_Northing',0.0],PARAMETER['Central_Meridian',-
75.0],PARAMETER['Scale_Factor',0.9996],PARAMETER['Latitude_Of_Origin',0.0],UNIT['Meter',1.0]]", "", 
"GEOGCS['GCS_North_American_1983',DATUM['D_North_American_1983',SPHEROID['GRS_1980',6378137.0,298.257222101]],
PRIMEM['Greenwich',0.0],UNIT['Degree',0.0174532925199433]]", "NO_PRESERVE_SHAPE", "", "NO_VERTICAL") 
 
# Process: Dissolve 
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arcpy.Dissolve_management(neamap_clipper_project_shp, neamap_dissolve_shp, "OBJECTID", "", "MULTI_PART", 
"DISSOLVE_LINES") 
 
# Process: Buffer 
arcpy.Buffer_analysis(neamap_dissolve_shp, neamap_buffer_shp, "10 Kilometers", "FULL", "ROUND", "NONE", "", "PLANAR") 
 
# Process: Polygon to Raster 
arcpy.PolygonToRaster_conversion(neamap_buffer_shp, "OBJECTID", neamap_buffer_raster_img, "CELL_CENTER", "NONE", 
"10000") 
 
# Process: Raster to Polygon (2) 
arcpy.RasterToPolygon_conversion(neamap_buffer_raster_img, Neamap_RasterPoly_shp, "SIMPLIFY", "VALUE") 
 
# Process: Intersect 
arcpy.Intersect_analysis("X:\\scratch\\scratch\\scratch\\nefsc_RasterPoly.shp 
#;X:\\scratch\\scratch\\scratch\\Neamap_RasterPoly.shp #", NewStudyArea_shp, "ALL", "", "INPUT") 
 
NEFSC IDW Script:  
 
# -*- coding: utf-8 -*- 
# --------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
# test.py 
# Created on: 2017-03-21 11:44:11.00000 
#   (generated by ArcGIS/ModelBuilder) 
# Description:  
# --------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
# Import arcpy module 
import arcpy 
# Local variables: 
WINTER_SKATE_nefsc_biomass_20072014_shp = "X:\\data\\NEFSC\\WINTER SKATE_nefsc_biomass_20072014.shp" 
WINTERSKATE_nefsc_project_shp = "X:\\scratch\\WINTERSKATE_nefsc_project.shp" 
WS_nefsc_IDW_img = "X:\\Data\\NEFSC\\Output\\WS_nefsc_IDW.img" 
NewStudyArea_shp__2_ = "X:\\Data\\NewStudyArea.shp" 
WS_nefsc_IDW_clip_img = "X:\\Data\\NEFSC\\Output\\WS_nefsc_IDW_clip.img" 
BLACK_SEA_BASS_nefsc_biomass_20072014_shp = "X:\\Data\\NEFSC\\BLACK SEA BASS_nefsc_biomass_20072014.shp" 
BS_nefsc_project_shp = "X:\\scratch\\BS_nefsc_project.shp" 
BS_nefsc_IDW_img = "X:\\Data\\NEFSC\\Output\\BS_nefsc_IDW.img" 
NewStudyArea_shp__3_ = "X:\\Data\\NewStudyArea.shp" 
BS_nefsc_IDW_clip_img = "X:\\Data\\NEFSC\\Output\\BS_nefsc_IDW_clip.img" 
BUTTERFISH_nefsc_biomass_20072014_shp = "X:\\Data\\NEFSC\\BUTTERFISH_nefsc_biomass_20072014.shp" 
BF_nefsc_project_shp = "X:\\scratch\\BF_nefsc_project.shp" 
BF_nefsc_IDW_img = "X:\\Data\\NEFSC\\Output\\BF_nefsc_IDW.img" 
NewStudyArea_shp__4_ = "X:\\Data\\NewStudyArea.shp" 
BF_nefsc_IDW_clip_img = "X:\\Data\\NEFSC\\Output\\BF_nefsc_IDW_clip.img" 
LONGFIN_SQUID_nefsc_biomass_20072014_shp__2_ = "X:\\Data\\NEFSC\\LONGFIN SQUID_nefsc_biomass_20072014.shp" 
LS_nefsc_project_shp = "X:\\scratch\\LS_nefsc_project.shp" 
LS_nefsc_IDW_img = "X:\\Data\\NEFSC\\Output\\LS_nefsc_IDW.img" 
NewStudyArea_shp__5_ = "X:\\Data\\NewStudyArea.shp" 
LS_nefsc_IDW_clip_img = "X:\\Data\\NEFSC\\Output\\LS_nefsc_IDW_clip.img" 
LONGFIN_SQUID_nefsc_biomass_20072014_shp = "X:\\Data\\NEFSC\\LONGFIN SQUID_nefsc_biomass_20072014.shp" 
SCUP_nefsc_biomass_20072014_shp = "X:\\Data\\NEFSC\\SCUP_nefsc_biomass_20072014.shp" 
SC_nefsc_project_shp = "X:\\scratch\\SC_nefsc_project.shp" 
SC_nefsc_IDW_img = "X:\\Data\\NEFSC\\Output\\SC_nefsc_IDW.img" 
NewStudyArea_shp__6_ = "X:\\Data\\NewStudyArea.shp" 
SC_nefsc_IDW_clip_img = "X:\\Data\\NEFSC\\Output\\SC_nefsc_IDW_clip.img" 
SPINY_DOGFISH_nefsc_biomass_20072014_shp = "X:\\Data\\NEFSC\\SPINY DOGFISH_nefsc_biomass_20072014.shp" 
SD_nefsc_project_shp = "X:\\scratch\\SD_nefsc_project.shp" 
SD_nefsc_IDW_img = "X:\\Data\\NEFSC\\Output\\SD_nefsc_IDW.img" 
NewStudyArea_shp__7_ = "X:\\Data\\NewStudyArea.shp" 
SD_nefsc_IDW_clip_img = "X:\\Data\\NEFSC\\Output\\SD_nefsc_IDW_clip.img" 
SUMMER_FLOUNDER_nefsc_biomass_20072014_shp = "X:\\Data\\NEFSC\\SUMMER 
FLOUNDER_nefsc_biomass_20072014.shp" 
SF_nefsc_project_shp = "X:\\scratch\\SF_nefsc_project.shp" 
SF_nefsc_IDW_img = "X:\\Data\\NEFSC\\Output\\SF_nefsc_IDW.img" 
NewStudyArea_shp__8_ = "X:\\Data\\NewStudyArea.shp" 
SF_nefsc_IDW_clip_img = "X:\\Data\\NEFSC\\Output\\SF_nefsc_IDW_clip.img" 
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# Set Geoprocessing environments 
arcpy.env.scratchWorkspace = "X:\\scratch" 
arcpy.env.cellSize = "10000" 
arcpy.env.mask = "X:\\scratch\\nefsc_raster.tif" 
arcpy.env.workspace = "X:\\scratch" 
 
# Process: Project 
arcpy.Project_management(WINTER_SKATE_nefsc_biomass_20072014_shp, WINTERSKATE_nefsc_project_shp, 
"PROJCS['NAD_1983_UTM_Zone_18N',GEOGCS['GCS_North_American_1983',DATUM['D_North_American_1983',SPHEROID['G
RS_1980',6378137.0,298.257222101]],PRIMEM['Greenwich',0.0],UNIT['Degree',0.0174532925199433]],PROJECTION['Transverse
_Mercator'],PARAMETER['False_Easting',500000.0],PARAMETER['False_Northing',0.0],PARAMETER['Central_Meridian',-
75.0],PARAMETER['Scale_Factor',0.9996],PARAMETER['Latitude_Of_Origin',0.0],UNIT['Meter',1.0]]", 
"WGS_1984_(ITRF00)_To_NAD_1983", 
"GEOGCS['GCS_WGS_1984',DATUM['D_WGS_1984',SPHEROID['WGS_1984',6378137.0,298.257223563]],PRIMEM['Greenwich',
0.0],UNIT['Degree',0.0174532925199433]]", "NO_PRESERVE_SHAPE", "", "NO_VERTICAL") 
 
# Process: IDW 
arcpy.gp.Idw_sa(WINTERSKATE_nefsc_project_shp, "var2p", WS_nefsc_IDW_img, "10000", "2", "VARIABLE 12", "") 
 
# Process: Clip 
arcpy.Clip_management(WS_nefsc_IDW_img, "421427.167255414 3879741.27118541 864614.278918545 4603768.22062545", 
WS_nefsc_IDW_clip_img, NewStudyArea_shp__2_, "-3.402823e+038", "ClippingGeometry", "MAINTAIN_EXTENT") 
 
# Process: Project (2) 
arcpy.Project_management(BLACK_SEA_BASS_nefsc_biomass_20072014_shp, BS_nefsc_project_shp, 
"PROJCS['NAD_1983_UTM_Zone_18N',GEOGCS['GCS_North_American_1983',DATUM['D_North_American_1983',SPHEROID['G
RS_1980',6378137.0,298.257222101]],PRIMEM['Greenwich',0.0],UNIT['Degree',0.0174532925199433]],PROJECTION['Transverse
_Mercator'],PARAMETER['False_Easting',500000.0],PARAMETER['False_Northing',0.0],PARAMETER['Central_Meridian',-
75.0],PARAMETER['Scale_Factor',0.9996],PARAMETER['Latitude_Of_Origin',0.0],UNIT['Meter',1.0]]", 
"WGS_1984_(ITRF00)_To_NAD_1983", 
"GEOGCS['GCS_WGS_1984',DATUM['D_WGS_1984',SPHEROID['WGS_1984',6378137.0,298.257223563]],PRIMEM['Greenwich',
0.0],UNIT['Degree',0.0174532925199433]]", "NO_PRESERVE_SHAPE", "", "NO_VERTICAL") 
 
# Process: IDW (2) 
arcpy.gp.Idw_sa(BS_nefsc_project_shp, "var2p", BS_nefsc_IDW_img, "10000", "2", "VARIABLE 12", "") 
 
# Process: Clip (2) 
arcpy.Clip_management(BS_nefsc_IDW_img, "421427.167255414 3879741.27118541 864614.278918545 4603768.22062545", 
BS_nefsc_IDW_clip_img, NewStudyArea_shp__3_, "-3.402823e+038", "ClippingGeometry", "MAINTAIN_EXTENT") 
 
# Process: Project (3) 
arcpy.Project_management(BUTTERFISH_nefsc_biomass_20072014_shp, BF_nefsc_project_shp, 
"PROJCS['NAD_1983_UTM_Zone_18N',GEOGCS['GCS_North_American_1983',DATUM['D_North_American_1983',SPHEROID['G
RS_1980',6378137.0,298.257222101]],PRIMEM['Greenwich',0.0],UNIT['Degree',0.0174532925199433]],PROJECTION['Transverse
_Mercator'],PARAMETER['False_Easting',500000.0],PARAMETER['False_Northing',0.0],PARAMETER['Central_Meridian',-
75.0],PARAMETER['Scale_Factor',0.9996],PARAMETER['Latitude_Of_Origin',0.0],UNIT['Meter',1.0]]", 
"WGS_1984_(ITRF00)_To_NAD_1983", 
"GEOGCS['GCS_WGS_1984',DATUM['D_WGS_1984',SPHEROID['WGS_1984',6378137.0,298.257223563]],PRIMEM['Greenwich',
0.0],UNIT['Degree',0.0174532925199433]]", "NO_PRESERVE_SHAPE", "", "NO_VERTICAL") 
 
# Process: IDW (3) 
arcpy.gp.Idw_sa(BF_nefsc_project_shp, "var2p", BF_nefsc_IDW_img, "10000", "2", "VARIABLE 12", "") 
 
# Process: Clip (3) 
arcpy.Clip_management(BF_nefsc_IDW_img, "421427.167255414 3879741.27118541 864614.278918545 4603768.22062545", 
BF_nefsc_IDW_clip_img, NewStudyArea_shp__4_, "-3.402823e+038", "ClippingGeometry", "MAINTAIN_EXTENT") 
 
# Process: Project (4) 
arcpy.Project_management(LONGFIN_SQUID_nefsc_biomass_20072014_shp__2_, LS_nefsc_project_shp, 
"PROJCS['NAD_1983_UTM_Zone_18N',GEOGCS['GCS_North_American_1983',DATUM['D_North_American_1983',SPHEROID['G
RS_1980',6378137.0,298.257222101]],PRIMEM['Greenwich',0.0],UNIT['Degree',0.0174532925199433]],PROJECTION['Transverse
_Mercator'],PARAMETER['False_Easting',500000.0],PARAMETER['False_Northing',0.0],PARAMETER['Central_Meridian',-
75.0],PARAMETER['Scale_Factor',0.9996],PARAMETER['Latitude_Of_Origin',0.0],UNIT['Meter',1.0]]", 
"WGS_1984_(ITRF00)_To_NAD_1983", 
"GEOGCS['GCS_WGS_1984',DATUM['D_WGS_1984',SPHEROID['WGS_1984',6378137.0,298.257223563]],PRIMEM['Greenwich',
0.0],UNIT['Degree',0.0174532925199433]]", "NO_PRESERVE_SHAPE", "", "NO_VERTICAL") 
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# Process: IDW (4) 
arcpy.gp.Idw_sa(LS_nefsc_project_shp, "var2p", LS_nefsc_IDW_img, "10000", "2", "VARIABLE 12", "") 
 
# Process: Clip (4) 
arcpy.Clip_management(LS_nefsc_IDW_img, "421427.167255414 3879741.27118541 864614.278918545 4603768.22062545", 
LS_nefsc_IDW_clip_img, NewStudyArea_shp__5_, "-3.402823e+038", "ClippingGeometry", "MAINTAIN_EXTENT") 
 
# Process: Project (5) 
arcpy.Project_management(SCUP_nefsc_biomass_20072014_shp, SC_nefsc_project_shp, 
"PROJCS['NAD_1983_UTM_Zone_18N',GEOGCS['GCS_North_American_1983',DATUM['D_North_American_1983',SPHEROID['G
RS_1980',6378137.0,298.257222101]],PRIMEM['Greenwich',0.0],UNIT['Degree',0.0174532925199433]],PROJECTION['Transverse
_Mercator'],PARAMETER['False_Easting',500000.0],PARAMETER['False_Northing',0.0],PARAMETER['Central_Meridian',-
75.0],PARAMETER['Scale_Factor',0.9996],PARAMETER['Latitude_Of_Origin',0.0],UNIT['Meter',1.0]]", 
"WGS_1984_(ITRF00)_To_NAD_1983", 
"GEOGCS['GCS_WGS_1984',DATUM['D_WGS_1984',SPHEROID['WGS_1984',6378137.0,298.257223563]],PRIMEM['Greenwich',
0.0],UNIT['Degree',0.0174532925199433]]", "NO_PRESERVE_SHAPE", "", "NO_VERTICAL") 
 
# Process: IDW (5) 
arcpy.gp.Idw_sa(SC_nefsc_project_shp, "var2p", SC_nefsc_IDW_img, "10000", "2", "VARIABLE 12", "") 
 
# Process: Clip (5) 
arcpy.Clip_management(SC_nefsc_IDW_img, "421427.167255414 3879741.27118541 864614.278918545 4603768.22062545", 
SC_nefsc_IDW_clip_img, NewStudyArea_shp__6_, "-3.402823e+038", "ClippingGeometry", "MAINTAIN_EXTENT") 
 
# Process: Project (6) 
arcpy.Project_management(SPINY_DOGFISH_nefsc_biomass_20072014_shp, SD_nefsc_project_shp, 
"PROJCS['NAD_1983_UTM_Zone_18N',GEOGCS['GCS_North_American_1983',DATUM['D_North_American_1983',SPHEROID['G
RS_1980',6378137.0,298.257222101]],PRIMEM['Greenwich',0.0],UNIT['Degree',0.0174532925199433]],PROJECTION['Transverse
_Mercator'],PARAMETER['False_Easting',500000.0],PARAMETER['False_Northing',0.0],PARAMETER['Central_Meridian',-
75.0],PARAMETER['Scale_Factor',0.9996],PARAMETER['Latitude_Of_Origin',0.0],UNIT['Meter',1.0]]", 
"WGS_1984_(ITRF00)_To_NAD_1983", 
"GEOGCS['GCS_WGS_1984',DATUM['D_WGS_1984',SPHEROID['WGS_1984',6378137.0,298.257223563]],PRIMEM['Greenwich',
0.0],UNIT['Degree',0.0174532925199433]]", "NO_PRESERVE_SHAPE", "", "NO_VERTICAL") 
 
# Process: IDW (6) 
arcpy.gp.Idw_sa(SD_nefsc_project_shp, "var2p", SD_nefsc_IDW_img, "10000", "2", "VARIABLE 12", "") 
 
# Process: Clip (6) 
arcpy.Clip_management(SD_nefsc_IDW_img, "421427.167255414 3879741.27118541 864614.278918545 4603768.22062545", 
SD_nefsc_IDW_clip_img, NewStudyArea_shp__7_, "-3.402823e+038", "ClippingGeometry", "MAINTAIN_EXTENT") 
 
# Process: Project (7) 
arcpy.Project_management(SUMMER_FLOUNDER_nefsc_biomass_20072014_shp, SF_nefsc_project_shp, 
"PROJCS['NAD_1983_UTM_Zone_18N',GEOGCS['GCS_North_American_1983',DATUM['D_North_American_1983',SPHEROID['G
RS_1980',6378137.0,298.257222101]],PRIMEM['Greenwich',0.0],UNIT['Degree',0.0174532925199433]],PROJECTION['Transverse
_Mercator'],PARAMETER['False_Easting',500000.0],PARAMETER['False_Northing',0.0],PARAMETER['Central_Meridian',-
75.0],PARAMETER['Scale_Factor',0.9996],PARAMETER['Latitude_Of_Origin',0.0],UNIT['Meter',1.0]]", 
"WGS_1984_(ITRF00)_To_NAD_1983", 
"GEOGCS['GCS_WGS_1984',DATUM['D_WGS_1984',SPHEROID['WGS_1984',6378137.0,298.257223563]],PRIMEM['Greenwich',
0.0],UNIT['Degree',0.0174532925199433]]", "NO_PRESERVE_SHAPE", "", "NO_VERTICAL") 
 
# Process: IDW (7) 
arcpy.gp.Idw_sa(SF_nefsc_project_shp, "var2p", SF_nefsc_IDW_img, "10000", "2", "VARIABLE 12", "") 
 
# Process: Clip (7) 
arcpy.Clip_management(SF_nefsc_IDW_img, "421427.167255414 3879741.27118541 864614.278918545 4603768.22062545", 
SF_nefsc_IDW_clip_img, NewStudyArea_shp__8_, "-3.402823e+038", "ClippingGeometry", "MAINTAIN_EXTENT") 
 
NEAMAP IDW Script: 
# -*- coding: utf-8 -*- 
# --------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
# test2.py 
# Created on: 2017-03-21 23:51:07.00000 
#   (generated by ArcGIS/ModelBuilder) 
# Description:  
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# --------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
# Import arcpy module 
import arcpy 
# Local variables: 
WINTER_SKATE_neamap_biomass_20072014_bubble_shp = "X:\\Data\\NEAMAP\\WINTER 
SKATE_neamap_biomass_20072014_bubble.shp" 
WINTERSKATE_neamap_project_shp = "X:\\WINTERSKATE_neamap_project.shp" 
WS_neamap_IDW_img = "X:\\NEAMAP\\WS_neamap_IDW.img" 
NewStudyArea_shp = "X:\\Data\\NewStudyArea.shp" 
WS_neamap_IDW_clip_img = "X:\\Data\\NEAMAP\\WS_neamap_IDW_clip.img" 
BLACK_SEA_BASS_neamap_biomass_20072014_bubble_shp = "X:\\Data\\NEAMAP\\BLACK SEA 
BASS_neamap_biomass_20072014_bubble.shp" 
BS_neamap_project_shp = "X:\\BS_neamap_project.shp" 
BS_neamap_IDW_img = "X:\\Data\\NEAMAP\\Output\\BS_neamap_IDW.img" 
NewStudyArea_shp__3_ = "X:\\Data\\NewStudyArea.shp" 
BS_neamap_IDW_clip_img = "X:\\Data\\NEAMAP\\Output\\BS_neamap_IDW_clip.img" 
BUTTERFISH_neamap_biomass_20072014_bubble_shp = 
"X:\\Data\\NEAMAP\\BUTTERFISH_neamap_biomass_20072014_bubble.shp" 
BF_neamap_project_shp = "X:\\BF_neamap_project.shp" 
BF_neamap_IDW_img = "X:\\Data\\NEAMAP\\Output\\BF_neamap_IDW.img" 
NewStudyArea_shp__2_ = "X:\\Data\\NewStudyArea.shp" 
BF_neamap_IDW_clip_img = "X:\\Data\\NEAMAP\\Output\\BF_neamap_IDW_clip.img" 
BLACK_SEA_BASS_neamap_biomass_20072014_bubble_shp__2_ = "X:\\Data\\NEAMAP\\BLACK SEA 
BASS_neamap_biomass_20072014_bubble.shp" 
LONGFIN_SQUID_neamap_abund_20072014_bubble_shp = "X:\\Data\\NEAMAP\\LONGFIN 
SQUID_neamap_abund_20072014_bubble.shp" 
LS_neamap_project_shp = "X:\\scratch\\LS_neamap_project.shp" 
LS_neamap_IDW_img = "X:\\Data\\NEAMAP\\Output\\LS_neamap_IDW.img" 
NewStudyArea_shp__4_ = "X:\\Data\\NewStudyArea.shp" 
LS_neamap_IDW_clip_img = "X:\\Data\\NEAMAP\\Output\\LS_neamap_IDW_clip.img" 
BLACK_SEA_BASS_neamap_biomass_20072014_bubble_shp__3_ = "X:\\Data\\NEAMAP\\BLACK SEA 
BASS_neamap_biomass_20072014_bubble.shp" 
BUTTERFISH_neamap_biomass_20072014_bubble_shp__2_ = 
"X:\\Data\\NEAMAP\\BUTTERFISH_neamap_biomass_20072014_bubble.shp" 
SCUP_neamap_biomass_20072014_bubble_shp = 
"X:\\scratch\\Data\\NEAMAP\\SCUP_neamap_biomass_20072014_bubble.shp" 
SC_neamap_project_shp = "X:\\scratch\\SC_neamap_project.shp" 
SC_neamap_IDW_img = "X:\\Data\\NEAMAP\\Output\\SC_neamap_IDW.img" 
NewStudyArea_shp__5_ = "X:\\Data\\NewStudyArea.shp" 
SC_neamap_IDW_clip_img = "X:\\Data\\NEAMAP\\Output\\SC_neamap_IDW_clip.img" 
BLACK_SEA_BASS_neamap_biomass_20072014_bubble_shp__4_ = "X:\\Data\\NEAMAP\\BLACK SEA 
BASS_neamap_biomass_20072014_bubble.shp" 
BUTTERFISH_neamap_biomass_20072014_bubble_shp__3_ = 
"X:\\Data\\NEAMAP\\BUTTERFISH_neamap_biomass_20072014_bubble.shp" 
LONGFIN_SQUID_neamap_abund_20072014_bubble_shp__2_ = "X:\\Data\\NEAMAP\\LONGFIN 
SQUID_neamap_abund_20072014_bubble.shp" 
SPINY_DOGFISH_neamap_biomass_20072014_bubble_shp = "X:\\Data\\NEAMAP\\SPINY 
DOGFISH_neamap_biomass_20072014_bubble.shp" 
SD_neamap_project_shp = "X:\\scratch\\SD_neamap_project.shp" 
SD_neamap_IDW_img = "X:\\Data\\NEAMAP\\Output\\SD_neamap_IDW.img" 
NewStudyArea_shp__6_ = "X:\\Data\\NewStudyArea.shp" 
SD_neamap_IDW_clip_img = "X:\\Data\\NEAMAP\\Output\\SD_neamap_IDW_clip.img" 
BLACK_SEA_BASS_neamap_biomass_20072014_bubble_shp__5_ = "X:\\Data\\NEAMAP\\BLACK SEA 
BASS_neamap_biomass_20072014_bubble.shp" 
BUTTERFISH_neamap_biomass_20072014_bubble_shp__4_ = 
"X:\\Data\\NEAMAP\\BUTTERFISH_neamap_biomass_20072014_bubble.shp" 
LONGFIN_SQUID_neamap_abund_20072014_bubble_shp__3_ = "X:\\Data\\NEAMAP\\LONGFIN 
SQUID_neamap_abund_20072014_bubble.shp" 
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SCUP_neamap_biomass_20072014_bubble_shp__2_ = 
"X:\\Data\\NEAMAP\\SCUP_neamap_biomass_20072014_bubble.shp" 
SUMMER_FLOUNDER_neamap_biomass_20072014_bubble_shp = "X:\\Data\\NEAMAP\\SUMMER 
FLOUNDER_neamap_biomass_20072014_bubble.shp" 
SF_neamap_project_shp = "X:\\scratch\\SF_neamap_project.shp" 
SF_neamap_IDW_img = "X:\\Data\\NEAMAP\\Output\\SF_neamap_IDW.img" 
NewStudyArea_shp__7_ = "X:\\Data\\NewStudyArea.shp" 
SF_neamap_IDW_clip_img = "X:\\Data\\NEAMAP\\Output\\SF_neamap_IDW_clip.img" 
BLACK_SEA_BASS_neamap_biomass_20072014_bubble_shp__6_ = "X:\\Data\\NEAMAP\\BLACK SEA 
BASS_neamap_biomass_20072014_bubble.shp" 
BUTTERFISH_neamap_biomass_20072014_bubble_shp__5_ = 
"X:\\Data\\NEAMAP\\BUTTERFISH_neamap_biomass_20072014_bubble.shp" 
LONGFIN_SQUID_neamap_abund_20072014_bubble_shp__4_ = "X:\\Data\\NEAMAP\\LONGFIN 
SQUID_neamap_abund_20072014_bubble.shp" 
SCUP_neamap_biomass_20072014_bubble_shp__3_ = 
"X:\\Data\\NEAMAP\\SCUP_neamap_biomass_20072014_bubble.shp" 
SPINY_DOGFISH_neamap_biomass_20072014_bubble_shp__2_ = "X:\\Data\\NEAMAP\\SPINY 
DOGFISH_neamap_biomass_20072014_bubble.shp" 
 
# Set Geoprocessing environments 
arcpy.env.scratchWorkspace = "X:\\scratch" 
arcpy.env.cellSize = "10000" 
arcpy.env.mask = "X:\\scratch\\neamap_raster.tif" 
arcpy.env.workspace = "X:\\scratch" 
 
# Process: Project 
arcpy.Project_management(WINTER_SKATE_neamap_biomass_20072014_bubble_shp, 
WINTERSKATE_neamap_project_shp, 
"PROJCS['NAD_1983_UTM_Zone_18N',GEOGCS['GCS_North_American_1983',DATUM['D_North_American_1983'
,SPHEROID['GRS_1980',6378137.0,298.257222101]],PRIMEM['Greenwich',0.0],UNIT['Degree',0.017453292519943
3]],PROJECTION['Transverse_Mercator'],PARAMETER['False_Easting',500000.0],PARAMETER['False_Northing',0.
0],PARAMETER['Central_Meridian',-
75.0],PARAMETER['Scale_Factor',0.9996],PARAMETER['Latitude_Of_Origin',0.0],UNIT['Meter',1.0]]", 
"WGS_1984_(ITRF00)_To_NAD_1983", 
"GEOGCS['GCS_WGS_1984',DATUM['D_WGS_1984',SPHEROID['WGS_1984',6378137.0,298.257223563]],PRIME
M['Greenwich',0.0],UNIT['Degree',0.0174532925199433]]", "NO_PRESERVE_SHAPE", "", "NO_VERTICAL") 
 
# Process: IDW 
arcpy.gp.Idw_sa(WINTERSKATE_neamap_project_shp, "var2p", WS_neamap_IDW_img, "10000", "2", "VARIABLE 
12", "") 
 
# Process: Clip 
arcpy.Clip_management(WS_neamap_IDW_img, "421427.167255414 3879741.27118541 864614.278918545 
4603768.22062545", WS_neamap_IDW_clip_img, NewStudyArea_shp, "-3.402823e+038", "ClippingGeometry", 
"MAINTAIN_EXTENT") 
 
# Process: Project (2) 
arcpy.Project_management(BLACK_SEA_BASS_neamap_biomass_20072014_bubble_shp, 
BS_neamap_project_shp, 
"PROJCS['NAD_1983_UTM_Zone_18N',GEOGCS['GCS_North_American_1983',DATUM['D_North_American_1983'
,SPHEROID['GRS_1980',6378137.0,298.257222101]],PRIMEM['Greenwich',0.0],UNIT['Degree',0.017453292519943
3]],PROJECTION['Transverse_Mercator'],PARAMETER['False_Easting',500000.0],PARAMETER['False_Northing',0.
0],PARAMETER['Central_Meridian',-
75.0],PARAMETER['Scale_Factor',0.9996],PARAMETER['Latitude_Of_Origin',0.0],UNIT['Meter',1.0]]", 
"WGS_1984_(ITRF00)_To_NAD_1983", 
"GEOGCS['GCS_WGS_1984',DATUM['D_WGS_1984',SPHEROID['WGS_1984',6378137.0,298.257223563]],PRIME
M['Greenwich',0.0],UNIT['Degree',0.0174532925199433]]", "NO_PRESERVE_SHAPE", "", "NO_VERTICAL") 
 
# Process: IDW (2) 
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arcpy.gp.Idw_sa(BS_neamap_project_shp, "var2p", BS_neamap_IDW_img, "10000", "2", "VARIABLE 12", "") 
 
# Process: Clip (2) 
arcpy.Clip_management(BS_neamap_IDW_img, "421427.167255414 3879741.27118541 864614.278918545 
4603768.22062545", BS_neamap_IDW_clip_img, NewStudyArea_shp__3_, "-3.402823e+038", "ClippingGeometry", 
"MAINTAIN_EXTENT") 
 
# Process: Project (3) 
arcpy.Project_management(BUTTERFISH_neamap_biomass_20072014_bubble_shp, BF_neamap_project_shp, 
"PROJCS['NAD_1983_UTM_Zone_18N',GEOGCS['GCS_North_American_1983',DATUM['D_North_American_1983'
,SPHEROID['GRS_1980',6378137.0,298.257222101]],PRIMEM['Greenwich',0.0],UNIT['Degree',0.017453292519943
3]],PROJECTION['Transverse_Mercator'],PARAMETER['False_Easting',500000.0],PARAMETER['False_Northing',0.
0],PARAMETER['Central_Meridian',-
75.0],PARAMETER['Scale_Factor',0.9996],PARAMETER['Latitude_Of_Origin',0.0],UNIT['Meter',1.0]]", 
"WGS_1984_(ITRF00)_To_NAD_1983", 
"GEOGCS['GCS_WGS_1984',DATUM['D_WGS_1984',SPHEROID['WGS_1984',6378137.0,298.257223563]],PRIME
M['Greenwich',0.0],UNIT['Degree',0.0174532925199433]]", "NO_PRESERVE_SHAPE", "", "NO_VERTICAL") 
 
# Process: IDW (3) 
arcpy.gp.Idw_sa(BF_neamap_project_shp, "var2p", BF_neamap_IDW_img, "10000", "2", "VARIABLE 12", "") 
 
# Process: Clip (3) 
arcpy.Clip_management(BF_neamap_IDW_img, "421427.167255414 3879741.27118541 864614.278918545 
4603768.22062545", BF_neamap_IDW_clip_img, NewStudyArea_shp__2_, "-3.402823e+038", "ClippingGeometry", 
"MAINTAIN_EXTENT") 
 
# Process: Project (4) 
arcpy.Project_management(LONGFIN_SQUID_neamap_abund_20072014_bubble_shp, LS_neamap_project_shp, 
"PROJCS['NAD_1983_UTM_Zone_18N',GEOGCS['GCS_North_American_1983',DATUM['D_North_American_1983'
,SPHEROID['GRS_1980',6378137.0,298.257222101]],PRIMEM['Greenwich',0.0],UNIT['Degree',0.017453292519943
3]],PROJECTION['Transverse_Mercator'],PARAMETER['False_Easting',500000.0],PARAMETER['False_Northing',0.
0],PARAMETER['Central_Meridian',-
75.0],PARAMETER['Scale_Factor',0.9996],PARAMETER['Latitude_Of_Origin',0.0],UNIT['Meter',1.0]]", 
"WGS_1984_(ITRF00)_To_NAD_1983", 
"GEOGCS['GCS_WGS_1984',DATUM['D_WGS_1984',SPHEROID['WGS_1984',6378137.0,298.257223563]],PRIME
M['Greenwich',0.0],UNIT['Degree',0.0174532925199433]]", "NO_PRESERVE_SHAPE", "", "NO_VERTICAL") 
 
# Process: IDW (4) 
arcpy.gp.Idw_sa(LS_neamap_project_shp, "var2p", LS_neamap_IDW_img, "10000", "2", "VARIABLE 12", "") 
 
# Process: Clip (4) 
arcpy.Clip_management(LS_neamap_IDW_img, "421427.167255414 3879741.27118541 864614.278918545 
4603768.22062545", LS_neamap_IDW_clip_img, NewStudyArea_shp__4_, "-3.402823e+038", "ClippingGeometry", 
"MAINTAIN_EXTENT") 
 
# Process: Project (5) 
arcpy.Project_management(SCUP_neamap_biomass_20072014_bubble_shp, SC_neamap_project_shp, 
"PROJCS['NAD_1983_UTM_Zone_18N',GEOGCS['GCS_North_American_1983',DATUM['D_North_American_1983'
,SPHEROID['GRS_1980',6378137.0,298.257222101]],PRIMEM['Greenwich',0.0],UNIT['Degree',0.017453292519943
3]],PROJECTION['Transverse_Mercator'],PARAMETER['False_Easting',500000.0],PARAMETER['False_Northing',0.
0],PARAMETER['Central_Meridian',-
75.0],PARAMETER['Scale_Factor',0.9996],PARAMETER['Latitude_Of_Origin',0.0],UNIT['Meter',1.0]]", 
"WGS_1984_(ITRF00)_To_NAD_1983", 
"GEOGCS['GCS_WGS_1984',DATUM['D_WGS_1984',SPHEROID['WGS_1984',6378137.0,298.257223563]],PRIME
M['Greenwich',0.0],UNIT['Degree',0.0174532925199433]]", "NO_PRESERVE_SHAPE", "", "NO_VERTICAL") 
 
# Process: IDW (5) 
arcpy.gp.Idw_sa(SC_neamap_project_shp, "var2p", SC_neamap_IDW_img, "10000", "2", "VARIABLE 12", "") 
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# Process: Clip (5) 
arcpy.Clip_management(SC_neamap_IDW_img, "421427.167255414 3879741.27118541 864614.278918545 
4603768.22062545", SC_neamap_IDW_clip_img, NewStudyArea_shp__5_, "-3.402823e+038", "ClippingGeometry", 
"MAINTAIN_EXTENT") 
 
# Process: Project (6) 
arcpy.Project_management(SPINY_DOGFISH_neamap_biomass_20072014_bubble_shp, SD_neamap_project_shp, 
"PROJCS['NAD_1983_UTM_Zone_18N',GEOGCS['GCS_North_American_1983',DATUM['D_North_American_1983'
,SPHEROID['GRS_1980',6378137.0,298.257222101]],PRIMEM['Greenwich',0.0],UNIT['Degree',0.017453292519943
3]],PROJECTION['Transverse_Mercator'],PARAMETER['False_Easting',500000.0],PARAMETER['False_Northing',0.
0],PARAMETER['Central_Meridian',-
75.0],PARAMETER['Scale_Factor',0.9996],PARAMETER['Latitude_Of_Origin',0.0],UNIT['Meter',1.0]]", 
"WGS_1984_(ITRF00)_To_NAD_1983", 
"GEOGCS['GCS_WGS_1984',DATUM['D_WGS_1984',SPHEROID['WGS_1984',6378137.0,298.257223563]],PRIME
M['Greenwich',0.0],UNIT['Degree',0.0174532925199433]]", "NO_PRESERVE_SHAPE", "", "NO_VERTICAL") 
 
# Process: IDW (6) 
arcpy.gp.Idw_sa(SD_neamap_project_shp, "var2p", SD_neamap_IDW_img, "10000", "2", "VARIABLE 12", "") 
 
# Process: Clip (6) 
arcpy.Clip_management(SD_neamap_IDW_img, "421427.167255414 3879741.27118541 864614.278918545 
4603768.22062545", SD_neamap_IDW_clip_img, NewStudyArea_shp__6_, "-3.402823e+038", "ClippingGeometry", 
"MAINTAIN_EXTENT") 
 
# Process: Project (7) 
arcpy.Project_management(SUMMER_FLOUNDER_neamap_biomass_20072014_bubble_shp, 
SF_neamap_project_shp, 
"PROJCS['NAD_1983_UTM_Zone_18N',GEOGCS['GCS_North_American_1983',DATUM['D_North_American_1983'
,SPHEROID['GRS_1980',6378137.0,298.257222101]],PRIMEM['Greenwich',0.0],UNIT['Degree',0.017453292519943
3]],PROJECTION['Transverse_Mercator'],PARAMETER['False_Easting',500000.0],PARAMETER['False_Northing',0.
0],PARAMETER['Central_Meridian',-
75.0],PARAMETER['Scale_Factor',0.9996],PARAMETER['Latitude_Of_Origin',0.0],UNIT['Meter',1.0]]", 
"WGS_1984_(ITRF00)_To_NAD_1983", 
"GEOGCS['GCS_WGS_1984',DATUM['D_WGS_1984',SPHEROID['WGS_1984',6378137.0,298.257223563]],PRIME
M['Greenwich',0.0],UNIT['Degree',0.0174532925199433]]", "NO_PRESERVE_SHAPE", "", "NO_VERTICAL") 
 
# Process: IDW (7) 
arcpy.gp.Idw_sa(SF_neamap_project_shp, "var2p", SF_neamap_IDW_img, "10000", "2", "VARIABLE 12", "") 
 
# Process: Clip (7) 
arcpy.Clip_management(SF_neamap_IDW_img, "421427.167255414 3879741.27118541 864614.278918545 
4603768.22062545", SF_neamap_IDW_clip_img, NewStudyArea_shp__7_, "-3.402823e+038", "ClippingGeometry", 
"MAINTAIN_EXTENT") 
 
 
SPECIES COMPARISON Script: 
# -*- coding: utf-8 -*- 
# --------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
# comparison.py 
# Created on: 2017-03-22 00:00:28.00000 
#   (generated by ArcGIS/ModelBuilder) 
# Description:  
# --------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
# Set the necessary product code 
# import arcinfo 
 
# Import arcpy module 
import arcpy 
# Local variables: 
WS_neamap_IDW_clip_img__2_ = "X:\\Data\\NEAMAP\\WS_neamap_IDW_clip.img" 
WS_nefsc_IDW_clip_img = "X:\\Data\\NEFSC\\Output\\WS_nefsc_IDW_clip.img" 
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WSrastercalc = "X:\\scratch\\WSrastercalc" 
WSAbsvalue_img = "X:\\Data\\NEAMAP\\Output\\WSAbsvalue.img" 
WSRasterToPointNEFSC_shp = "X:\\Data\\NEFSC\\Output\\WSRasterToPointNEFSC.shp" 
WSRasterToPointNEFSC_shp__2_ = WSRasterToPointNEFSC_shp 
WSRasterToPointNEAMAP_shp = "X:\\Data\\NEAMAP\\Output\\WSRasterToPointNEAMAP.shp" 
WSRasterToPointNEFSC__3_ = "WSRasterToPointNEFSC" 
WSRasterToPointNEFSC__4_ = WSRasterToPointNEFSC__3_ 
WSRasterToPointNEAMAP__2_ = "WSRasterToPointNEAMAP" 
BS_neamap_IDW_clip = "BS_neamap_IDW_clip" 
BS_nefsc_IDW_clip = "BS_nefsc_IDW_clip" 
BSrastercalc = "X:\\scratch\\BSrastercalc" 
BSabsvalue_img = "X:\\Data\\NEAMAP\\Output\\BSabsvalue.img" 
BS_nefsc_IDW_clip__2_ = "BS_nefsc_IDW_clip" 
BSRasterToPointNEFSC_shp = "X:\\Data\\NEFSC\\Output\\BSRasterToPointNEFSC.shp" 
BSRasterToPointNEFSC_shp__3_ = BSRasterToPointNEFSC_shp 
BS_neamap_IDW_clip_img = "X:\\Data\\NEAMAP\\Output\\BS_neamap_IDW_clip.img" 
BSRasterToPointNEAMAP_shp = "X:\\Data\\NEAMAP\\Output\\BSRasterToPointNEAMAP.shp" 
BSRasterToPointNEFSC = "BSRasterToPointNEFSC" 
BSRasterToPointNEFSC__2_ = BSRasterToPointNEFSC 
BSRasterToPointNEAMAP = "BSRasterToPointNEAMAP" 
BF_neamap_IDW_clip = "BF_neamap_IDW_clip" 
BF_nefsc_IDW_clip = "BF_nefsc_IDW_clip" 
BFrastercalc = "X:\\scratch\\BFrastercalc" 
BFAbsvalue_img = "X:\\Data\\NEAMAP\\Output\\BFAbsvalue.img" 
BF_nefsc_IDW_clip_img = "X:\\Data\\NEFSC\\Output\\BF_nefsc_IDW_clip.img" 
BFRasterToPointNEFSC_shp = "X:\\Data\\NEFSC\\Output\\BFRasterToPointNEFSC.shp" 
BF_neamap_IDW_clip_img = "X:\\Data\\NEAMAP\\Output\\BF_neamap_IDW_clip.img" 
BFRasterToPointNEAMAP_shp = "X:\\Data\\NEFSC\\Output\\BFRasterToPointNEAMAP.shp" 
BFRasterToPointNEFSC__3_ = "BFRasterToPointNEFSC" 
BFRasterToPointNEFSC__4_ = BFRasterToPointNEFSC__3_ 
BFRasterToPointNEAMAP__2_ = "BFRasterToPointNEAMAP" 
BFRasterToPointNEFSC = "BFRasterToPointNEFSC" 
BFRasterToPointNEFSC__2_ = BFRasterToPointNEFSC 
BFRasterToPointNEAMAP = "BFRasterToPointNEAMAP" 
LS_neamap_IDW_clip_img = "X:\\Data\\NEAMAP\\Output\\LS_neamap_IDW_clip.img" 
LS_nefsc_IDW_clip_img = "X:\\Data\\NEFSC\\Output\\LS_nefsc_IDW_clip.img" 
LSrastercalc = "X:\\scratch\\LSrastercalc" 
LSAbsvalue_img = "X:\\Data\\NEAMAP\\Output\\LSAbsvalue.img" 
LSRasterToPointNEFSC_shp = "X:\\Data\\NEFSC\\Output\\LSRasterToPointNEFSC.shp" 
WSRasterToPointNEFSC_shp__3_ = LSRasterToPointNEFSC_shp 
LSRasterToPointNEAMAP_shp = "X:\\Data\\NEAMAP\\Output\\LSRasterToPointNEAMAP.shp" 
LSRasterToPointNEFSC = "LSRasterToPointNEFSC" 
LSRasterToPointNEFSC__2_ = LSRasterToPointNEFSC 
LSRasterToPointNEAMAP = "LSRasterToPointNEAMAP" 
SC_neamap_IDW_clip_img = "X:\\Data\\NEAMAP\\Output\\SC_neamap_IDW_clip.img" 
SC_nefsc_IDW_clip_img = "X:\\Data\\NEFSC\\Output\\SC_nefsc_IDW_clip.img" 
SCrastercalc = "X:\\scratch\\SCrastercalc" 
SCAbsvalue_img = "X:\\Data\\NEAMAP\\Output\\SCAbsvalue.img" 
SCRasterToPointNEFSC = "SCRasterToPointNEFSC" 
SCRasterToPointNEFSC__2_ = SCRasterToPointNEFSC 
SCRasterToPointNEAMAP = "SCRasterToPointNEAMAP" 
SCRasterToPointNEFSC_shp = "X:\\Data\\NEFSC\\Output\\SCRasterToPointNEFSC.shp" 
SCRasterToPointNEFSC_shp__2_ = SCRasterToPointNEFSC_shp 
SCRasterToPointNEAMAP_shp = "X:\\Data\\NEAMAP\\Output\\SCRasterToPointNEAMAP.shp" 
SD_neamap_IDW_clip_img = "X:\\Data\\NEAMAP\\Output\\SD_neamap_IDW_clip.img" 
SD_nefsc_IDW_clip_img = "X:\\Data\\NEFSC\\Output\\SD_nefsc_IDW_clip.img" 
SDrastercalc = "X:\\scratch\\SDrastercalc" 
SDAbsvalue_img = "X:\\Data\\NEAMAP\\Output\\SDAbsvalue.img" 
SDRasterToPointNEFSC = "SDRasterToPointNEFSC" 
SDRasterToPointNEFSC__2_ = SDRasterToPointNEFSC 
SDRasterToPointNEAMAP_shp = "X:\\Data\\NEAMAP\\Output\\SDRasterToPointNEAMAP.shp" 
SDRasterToPointNEFSC_shp__2_ = SDRasterToPointNEAMAP_shp 
SC_neamap_IDW_clip_img__2_ = "X:\\Data\\NEAMAP\\Output\\SC_neamap_IDW_clip.img" 
SDRasterToPointNEFSC_shp = "X:\\Data\\NEFSC\\Output\\SDRasterToPointNEFSC.shp" 
SF_neamap_IDW_clip_img = "X:\\Data\\NEAMAP\\Output\\SF_neamap_IDW_clip.img" 
SF_nefsc_IDW_clip_img = "X:\\Data\\NEFSC\\Output\\SF_nefsc_IDW_clip.img" 
SFrastercalc = "X:\\scratch\\SFrastercalc" 
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SFAbsvalue_img = "X:\\Data\\NEAMAP\\Output\\SFAbsvalue.img" 
SFRasterToPointNEFSC = "SFRasterToPointNEFSC" 
SFRasterToPointNEFSC__2_ = SFRasterToPointNEFSC 
SFRasterToPointNEAMAP_shp = "X:\\Data\\NEAMAP\\Output\\SFRasterToPointNEAMAP.shp" 
SFRasterToPointNEFSC_shp__2_ = SFRasterToPointNEAMAP_shp 
SFRasterToPointNEFSC_shp = "X:\\Data\\NEFSC\\Output\\SFRasterToPointNEFSC.shp" 
 
# Set Geoprocessing environments 
arcpy.env.scratchWorkspace = "X:\\scratch" 
arcpy.env.workspace = "X:\\" 
 
# Process: Raster Calculator 
arcpy.gp.RasterCalculator_sa("\"%WS_neamap_IDW_clip.img (2)%\" - \"%WS_nefsc_IDW_clip.img%\"", WSrastercalc) 
 
# Process: Abs 
arcpy.gp.Abs_sa(WSrastercalc, WSAbsvalue_img) 
 
# Process: Raster to Point 
arcpy.RasterToPoint_conversion(WS_nefsc_IDW_clip_img, WSRasterToPointNEFSC_shp, "Value") 
 
# Process: Raster to Point (2) 
arcpy.RasterToPoint_conversion(WS_neamap_IDW_clip_img__2_, WSRasterToPointNEAMAP_shp, "Value") 
 
# Process: Near 
arcpy.Near_analysis(WSRasterToPointNEFSC_shp, "X:\\Data\\NEAMAP\\Output\\WSRasterToPointNEAMAP.shp", "", 
"NO_LOCATION", "NO_ANGLE", "PLANAR") 
 
# Process: Add Join 
arcpy.AddJoin_management(WSRasterToPointNEFSC__3_, "NEAR_FID", WSRasterToPointNEAMAP__2_, "FID", "KEEP_ALL") 
 
# Process: Raster Calculator (2) 
arcpy.gp.RasterCalculator_sa("\"%BS_neamap_IDW_clip%\" - \"%BS_nefsc_IDW_clip%\"", BSrastercalc) 
 
# Process: Abs (2) 
arcpy.gp.Abs_sa(BSrastercalc, BSabsvalue_img) 
 
# Process: Raster to Point (3) 
arcpy.RasterToPoint_conversion(BS_nefsc_IDW_clip__2_, BSRasterToPointNEFSC_shp, "Value") 
 
# Process: Raster to Point (4) 
arcpy.RasterToPoint_conversion(BS_neamap_IDW_clip_img, BSRasterToPointNEAMAP_shp, "Value") 
 
# Process: Near (2) 
arcpy.Near_analysis(BSRasterToPointNEFSC_shp, "X:\\Data\\NEAMAP\\Output\\BSRasterToPointNEAMAP.shp", "", 
"NO_LOCATION", "NO_ANGLE", "PLANAR") 
 
# Process: Add Join (2) 
arcpy.AddJoin_management(BSRasterToPointNEFSC, "NEAR_FID", BSRasterToPointNEAMAP, "FID", "KEEP_ALL") 
 
# Process: Raster Calculator (3) 
arcpy.gp.RasterCalculator_sa("\"%BF_neamap_IDW_clip%\" - \"%BF_nefsc_IDW_clip%\"", BFrastercalc) 
 
# Process: Abs (3) 
arcpy.gp.Abs_sa(BFrastercalc, BFAbsvalue_img) 
 
# Process: Raster to Point (5) 
arcpy.RasterToPoint_conversion(BF_nefsc_IDW_clip_img, BFRasterToPointNEFSC_shp, "Value") 
 
# Process: Raster to Point (6) 
arcpy.RasterToPoint_conversion(BF_neamap_IDW_clip_img, BFRasterToPointNEAMAP_shp, "Value") 
 
# Process: Add Join (3) 
arcpy.AddJoin_management(BFRasterToPointNEFSC__3_, "NEAR_FID", BFRasterToPointNEAMAP__2_, "FID", "KEEP_ALL") 
 
# Process: Near (3) 
arcpy.Near_analysis(BFRasterToPointNEFSC, "BFRasterToPointNEAMAP", "", "NO_LOCATION", "NO_ANGLE", "PLANAR") 
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# Process: Raster Calculator (4) 
arcpy.gp.RasterCalculator_sa("\"%LS_neamap_IDW_clip.img%\" - \"%LS_nefsc_IDW_clip.img%\"", LSrastercalc) 
 
# Process: Abs (4) 
arcpy.gp.Abs_sa(LSrastercalc, LSAbsvalue_img) 
 
# Process: Raster to Point (7) 
arcpy.RasterToPoint_conversion(LS_nefsc_IDW_clip_img, LSRasterToPointNEFSC_shp, "Value") 
 
# Process: Raster to Point (8) 
arcpy.RasterToPoint_conversion(LS_neamap_IDW_clip_img, LSRasterToPointNEAMAP_shp, "Value") 
 
# Process: Near (4) 
arcpy.Near_analysis(LSRasterToPointNEFSC_shp, "X:\\Data\\NEAMAP\\Output\\LSRasterToPointNEAMAP.shp", "", 
"NO_LOCATION", "NO_ANGLE", "PLANAR") 
 
# Process: Add Join (4) 
arcpy.AddJoin_management(LSRasterToPointNEFSC, "NEAR_FID", LSRasterToPointNEAMAP, "FID", "KEEP_ALL") 
 
# Process: Raster Calculator (5) 
arcpy.gp.RasterCalculator_sa("\"%SC_neamap_IDW_clip.img%\" - \"%SC_nefsc_IDW_clip.img%\"", SCrastercalc) 
 
# Process: Abs (5) 
arcpy.gp.Abs_sa(SCrastercalc, SCAbsvalue_img) 
 
# Process: Add Join (5) 
arcpy.AddJoin_management(SCRasterToPointNEFSC, "NEAR_FID", SCRasterToPointNEAMAP, "FID", "KEEP_ALL") 
 
# Process: Raster to Point (9) 
arcpy.RasterToPoint_conversion(SC_nefsc_IDW_clip_img, SCRasterToPointNEFSC_shp, "Value") 
 
# Process: Raster to Point (10) 
arcpy.RasterToPoint_conversion(SC_neamap_IDW_clip_img, SCRasterToPointNEAMAP_shp, "Value") 
 
# Process: Near (5) 
arcpy.Near_analysis(SCRasterToPointNEFSC_shp, "X:\\Data\\NEAMAP\\Output\\SCRasterToPointNEAMAP.shp", "", 
"NO_LOCATION", "NO_ANGLE", "PLANAR") 
 
# Process: Raster Calculator (6) 
arcpy.gp.RasterCalculator_sa("\"%SD_neamap_IDW_clip.img%\" - \"%SD_nefsc_IDW_clip.img%\"", SDrastercalc) 
 
# Process: Abs (6) 
arcpy.gp.Abs_sa(SDrastercalc, SDAbsvalue_img) 
 
# Process: Raster to Point (12) 
arcpy.RasterToPoint_conversion(SD_neamap_IDW_clip_img, SDRasterToPointNEAMAP_shp, "Value") 
 
# Process: Add Join (6) 
arcpy.AddJoin_management(SDRasterToPointNEFSC, "NEAR_FID", SDRasterToPointNEAMAP_shp, "FID", "KEEP_ALL") 
 
# Process: Raster to Point (11) 
arcpy.RasterToPoint_conversion(SD_nefsc_IDW_clip_img, SDRasterToPointNEFSC_shp, "Value") 
 
# Process: Near (6) 
arcpy.Near_analysis(SDRasterToPointNEFSC_shp, "X:\\Data\\NEAMAP\\Output\\SDRasterToPointNEAMAP.shp", "", 
"NO_LOCATION", "NO_ANGLE", "PLANAR") 
 
# Process: Raster Calculator (7) 
arcpy.gp.RasterCalculator_sa("\"%SF_neamap_IDW_clip.img%\" - \"%SF_nefsc_IDW_clip.img%\"", SFrastercalc) 
 
# Process: Abs (7) 
arcpy.gp.Abs_sa(SFrastercalc, SFAbsvalue_img) 
 
# Process: Raster to Point (14) 
arcpy.RasterToPoint_conversion(SF_neamap_IDW_clip_img, SFRasterToPointNEAMAP_shp, "Value") 
 
# Process: Add Join (7) 
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arcpy.AddJoin_management(SFRasterToPointNEFSC, "NEAR_FID", SFRasterToPointNEAMAP_shp, "FID", "KEEP_ALL") 
 
# Process: Raster to Point (13) 
arcpy.RasterToPoint_conversion(SF_nefsc_IDW_clip_img, SFRasterToPointNEFSC_shp, "Value") 
 
# Process: Near (7) 
arcpy.Near_analysis(SFRasterToPointNEFSC_shp, "X:\\Data\\NEAMAP\\Output\\SFRasterToPointNEAMAP.shp", "", 
"NO_LOCATION", "NO_ANGLE", "PLANAR") 
 
Correlation Script:  
library(tidyverse) 
library(ggplot2) 
setwd("X:/Data") 
neardata <- read.csv("X:/scratch/NEFSC_NEAMAP_nearpoints2.csv") 
 
#Rename and remove unnecessary columns 
neardata$POINTID <- NULL 
neardata$POINTID_1 <- NULL 
colnames(neardata) <- c("FID", "NEFSC_Bio", "NEAR_FID", "NEAR_DIST", "FID_1", "NEAMAP_Bio") 
output <- cor(neardata$NEFSC_Bio, neardata$NEAMAP_Bio, use = "everything") 
print(output) 
 
#plot points to show distribution and regression line.  
#use plot() function and add regression line or use abline() ?  
 
plot(neardata$NEFSC_Bio, neardata$NEAMAP_Bio, xlab = "NEFSC Biomass", ylab = "NEAMAP Biomass", col=c("red", "blue")) + 
  legend(x ="topright", y = "topright", legend, pch=1)	


